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pakistan's tribal belt for some time; these were a response to the taliban's movement into the area from afghanistan. since their inception the us has not specified where they have carried out the strikes. strikes on “terrorist camps” have been part of the drone wars in pakistan and other countries. but pakistan's government has said that they are not prepared to “tolerate” the us “drones.” sharif has said: “it has been made clear by the government that there would be no military assistance or cooperation in any form or shape with the us. we have given this diplomatic and political message to
washington and we have also told the army to do the same.” on december 5th, the government's foreign affairs committee instructed diplomats to warn the us that any drone strikes inside the country would violate pakistani sovereignty. the committee also demanded the same protection for pakistanis caught up in the strikes as the us would be providing to “the civilians on the other side.” this latest decision comes on top of sharif's firm opposition to the 2001 war in afghanistan, which he refused to support after the us recognised osama bin laden as a terrorist. sharif's pakistan muslim league

also denounced the military action in iraq, and he was unwilling to support their part in the 2003 invasion of iraq. sharif warned that pakistan was prepared to break ties with the us if this new “war on terror” was not cancelled. his call for the us to pull out of pakistan is a reflection of his opposition to western military interventions in the region. it also comes just weeks after the us and its allies intervened in the north african country of libya and destroyed the regime of muammar gaddafi. the pakistani government's position may be a response to both the us's military intervention in yemen and to
the institutionalisation of drone strikes in pakistan. sharif also made it clear that his country is not prepared to sit back and watch the us use pakistan as a launching pad for attacks in afghanistan. all the while, the pakistani military is open to expanding its own role in afghanistan beyond the infamous shadowy tribal alliance called the haqqani network. since the us-led war in afghanistan began in 2001, the pakistani military, with the encouragement of the us, has worked with the haqqani network. this has also provided some justification for the drone attacks. the pakistani military’s attitude to

the us has changed over the years. in the past they have objected to both the presence of us forces in the region and to the strikes on “terrorist camps.” they are now willing to work with us forces as part of a regional coalition. pakistan has also worked with the us on nato operations in afghanistan, and in the past provided military assistance to us operations there. pakistan has a powerful domestic intelligence agency, the isi, which was behind the deadly february 2006 car bomb outside the us embassy in islamabad.
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